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You can file for your taxes in ten minutes

Tired of your teachers? Too bad,

Sophomore wrestler David Wells

over the phone with an advanced service

many of them are tenured... or

ranks among top in the league.

now offered.

maybe it's not so bad after all.
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artin I.uther King Jr. Day isn’t
1 just a day ofT school.
It took almost two decades of struggle
after King’s death to make his birthday a
nationwide holiday.
A Michigan legislator proposed a
national commemorative holiday four days
after his April 4, 1968 assassination, but
the entire nation did not legally observ'e
Martin Luther King Jr. Day until 1986.
Even though the nation didn’t officially
celebrate this leader’s birthday as it does
now, many honored him in their own way.
On King’s birthday one year after his
assassination, 1,200 workers in New York
stayed home from work despite risk of sus
pension. In 1970, California led the nation
by declaring his birthday a school holiday.
Currently, the nation only officially cel
ebrates two American leaders: King and
George Washington. Some states celebrate
Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln and
Robert E. I..ee, but such holidays are not
acknowleged nationwide.
Every third Monday of January is dedi
cated to King and the struggle he endured.
Moat people associatt' him with the “I
Have a Dream” speech or as a civil rights
leader who believed in non-violent
protests, but he was much more.
In addition to his internationally recog
nized Aug. 28, 1963 speech at the Lincoln

Memorial, in Washington, D.C., he
received a Nobel Peace Prize in 1964 and
became Time magazine’s “Man of the
Year.”
Beyond dates and historical facts,
nutritional science senior Afiya Wilbert
said that people should know King didn’t
just fight for the rights of African
Americans.
“I think they need to know that he
wasn’t for the African American commu
nity,” Wilbert said. “He was more for
human rights.”
Wilbert, a member of both the Black
Student Union and the African-American
Leadership Commission, said the modern
stereotype of King strictly as an African
American activist, solely working for his
people, is wrong.
“I see him as a person for the world,”
she said.
Kecia Brown, a psychology senior,
agreed with Wilbert.
“They should know that he was a man
of God,” Brown said. “That his fight and
struggle wasn’t for a particular group.”
Students can learn about the many
roles King and other African American
leaders held throughout the centuries in
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Grad gains ‘Special’ local experience Local radio station has
helping hand in bringing
democracy to Serbia
By Emily Brodley
Daily Staff Writer

The Spt'cial Olympics of San
Luis Obispo County has hired Cal
Poly graduate, Jody Gaydos, as its
new Area Director.
Gaydos began volunteering for
the local Special Olympics soon
after she came to Cal Poly in
1992. She had worked in a num
ber of non-profit organizations
benefiting the developmentally
disabled in Ventura County. Over
th(‘ years, she has been a dedicat
ed coach for several sports teams,
including .softball, soccer, longdi.stanci' running and floor hockcy.
One of her gn*atest contribu
tions to the area has been a Motor
Activity Training Program, which
is now in its fourth year. Out of
her volunteer work at Casa de
Vida, a home for severely di.sabled
in San Luis Ohispo, she noticed a
number of severely disabled ath
letes were unable to compete in
Special Olympics events without
the help of their coaches.
This spurred her to start the
program, which allows about 40
athletes who need special assi.stance to compete at the annual
area meet in their own category of

events. This category has special
regulations unlike the strict rules
of the traditional competition.
“I’ve just always wanted to
help people who can’t help them
selves,” Gaydos said. “But I can’t
think of the day 1 knew this is
what I wanted to do. It just kind
of came about, and from there,
everyone supported me.”
Gaydos credits her teachers at

Cal Poly for leading her into this
direction.
“Once I got involved, there was
just no way to stop me,” she said.
“Everyone just kept helping me
along.”
She .said she wanted to thank
the Recreation Administration
department for pushing students
See SPECIAL page 6
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Cal Poly Recreation Administration graduate Jody Gaydos was recently
named Area Director of the Special Olympics of San Luis Obispo.

By StevM FoirdiiM
DoBy Staff Writer

New Country B-92, a San
Luis Obispo radio station, is
helping
spread
democracy
through country music in the
newly independent country of
Serbia.
Its new sister station. Radio
B-92 in Belgrade, Serbia, has
been radiating sounds of freedom
for more than seven years.
Radio B-92 has been a leading
force in recent protests against
Serbian President Slobodan
Milosevic, but recent United
Nations sanctions have made it
difficult for the station to get
American mu.sic. The Serbian
government has even shut down
the station several times in the
past.
Radio B-92 has become the
leader of untainted information
to the Serbian people and the
world with a very sophisticated

Internet connection. In a recent
poll made by the Medium
Independent Group, Radio B-92
information and news was quali
fied as the most reliable (from
one to five, with five being high
est ) with an average mark of 4.5.
This is important to the Serbian
people, as former Communist
leaders have used the airwaves
to spread propaganda in the
past.
New Country Director Pat
Mallon contacted the station
through cyberspace when he
heard the airwaves had been
temporarily shut down.
“I just wanted to help them
get some new music, but when I
heard that they had been shut
off, it really got my dander up,”
Mallon said. “1 ended my e-mail
to them with the message ‘Free
speech rules, dictators and war
criminals suck.”’
Pressure from Serbian citiSee RADIO page 6
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T elefilin g m ak es tax tim e e a sie r DA proposes to withdraw
approval for Seldane
By Jennifer Burk
Daily Staff Writer

A 10 minute phone call is all
students and families with an
income under $50,000 need to
file their federal taxes.

STATE
According to IRS public
affairs officer Chips Maurer,
“telefiling” started last year and
expanded to students this year.
In order to participate in the
program, you must receive a spe
cial TeleFile tax booklet in the
mail from the IRS. The booklet
contains a special Personal
Identification Number that sub
stitutes for the signature nor
mally required on paper returns.
“It’s really easy,” Maurer
said. “It takes about 10 minutes
and all you need is a touch-tone
phone. And if you get direct
deposit, you can have the refund
in about 2 weeks.”
According to the IRS, elec
tronic filing has been in the area
since 1988. This nationwide pro
gram was originally an H & R

Block concept tested in the
1980s, but the IRS took over the
program and made it nationwide
last year. Advancements have
since been simplfied.
Maurer said that the elec
tronic filing system eliminates a
lot of paperwork. Under this sys
tem, taxpayers don’t need to
send anything in — not even W2 forms.
Liberal
studies
junior
Jennifer Aarhus said she thinks
that the program will make
things less complicated.
“Last year I had my dad fill
out my forms because I did not
understand them. Telefiling
looks like it would be ea.sy to use
and understand,” Aarhus said.
The new computer program,
linked by telephone, does math
calculations which tells the tax
payer their refund amount, or if
tax is owed.
The toll-free call is available
24 hours a day, seven days a
week.
For those that have compli
cated taxes and do not fill out
the 1040EZ form, the TeleFile

system may not work.
“My taxes are complicated, so
I don’t think I’ll use the pro
gram. I got the booklet in the
mail, so I’ll take a look at it to
see what it’s all about,” said
Stacey MTiite, an architecture
senior.
Cal Poly’s Volunteer Income
Tax Assistance (VITA), a group
of students who aid others strug
gling during tax season, will still
help students fill out traditional
tax returns. In order to reach a
VITA representative, campus
number x2667 supplies a voice
mail recording about available
dates and times of service.
Telefiling will not reach all
students. Maurer said that
because students move around a
lot and do not always forward
their mail, the booklet might not
reach everyone. So, VITA is still
an option for those that need
assistance.
Telefiling
started
last
Thursday and reminders of the
service will be sent Feb. 1.

SF club prepares to sell ‘first
legal marijuana in 60 years’
By Richard Cole
Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — Phones
rang, volunteers shouted and pot
plants grew at the Cannabis
Cultivators Club on Tuesday in
preparation for what supporters
called its historic reopening.
Protected from California’s

anti-drug attorney general by a
state proposition and a judge’s
order, the club was set to provide
pot to its first customer
Wednesday.
“We are going to sell the first
legal marijuana in over 60 years
in America,” marveled club
founder Denis Perón as he fin
gered a cannabis plant known as

northern lights. “I can’t believe
it.”
The first customer. Perón said,
is scheduled to be a San Francisco
AIDS patient named Mylar, but
the club already has 200 physi
cian authorizations on file and
expects many more.
Perón ran the club’s predecesSee POT page 7
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By Horry F. Rosenthol
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Allergy suf
ferers who have depended on
Seldane to fight off sneezing,
watery eyes and runny nose will
have to turn to another medicine
soon if the government succeeds
in pulling the drug off the market.

A P -N A TIO N
The
Food
and
Drug
Administration proposed with
drawing approval for the second
most popular allergy drug
because it has potentially deadly
side effects.
Seldane’s maker plans to fight
the action but is urging doctors to
switch patients to a safer version
of the drug. Hoechst Marion
Roussel, which makes Seldane,
also manufactures Allegra, which
has Seldane’s benefits without
the side effects.
The company has 30 days in
which to request a hearing on
why terfenadine, the generic
name of Seldane, should not be
taken off the market. Some 40
million Americans suffer from
allergies.
When it was introduced in
1985, Seldane was the first drug
to relieve the effects of seasonal
allergies without drowsiness. But

KING from page /
Lynn Hudson’s history class.
Hudson, a new assistant profes
sor, said that many students’
knowledge of the civil rights
movement is simple and narrow.
“A lot of people think that the
civil rights movement was all
African American,” Hudson said.
“It’s important to know that all
kinds of Americans were involved
in the Civil Rights movement.”
Everardo Martinez-Inzunza,
coordinator of Cal Poly’s multicul
tural programs, said that he
would like people to know about
what King stood for.
“Martin Luther King’s move

can

Black Finish

$129

$99”

ment became immortal,” he said.
“He didn’t used to stand for free
dom,” Martinez-Inzunza said. “He
still stands for freedom, although
he’s been dead for so long.
“(This holiday) is geared at the
consciousness of American ethnic
relationships,” Martinez-Inzunza
said.
He said that we have a long
way to go to achieve Dr. King’s
dream of how life should be, in his
vision.
The first observance of Martin
Luther King Jr. Day was Jan. 20,
1986. This year, the honoring of
King’s birthday will fall on Jan.
20, 1997, reaching its 11 anniver
sary.
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in 1992, doctors discovered that
people with liver disease or who
took kétoconazole, an antifungal
agent, or erythromycin, an antibi
otic, could suffer heart rhythm
problems by taking Seldane.
Last July, the FDA approved
Allegra, known generically as fex
ofenadine.
Earlier this month, the FDA
approved a generic version of
Seldane made by IVAX Corp. of
Miami. The FDA said that prod
uct would be subject to the same
withdrawal order if it becomes
final. IVAX spokesman Joe Jones,
said the company plans to chal
lenge the withdrawal.
“This is not a common event or
a common series of events,” said
David Saks, a health care indus
try analyst with Gruntal & Co. in
New York. “The FDA says that the
drug is no longer safe. It puts
HMR in an awkward position.
What do you do with the invento
ry outside of the United States?”
He said that in the United
States, however, the withdrawal
would be a plus for sales of
Allegra.
Dr. Sidney Wolfe of the con
sumer advocacy group Public
Citizen said the company should
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Backpack-carrying habits Students face higher bills in 1997
can lead to back problems
By Jennifer Burk
Daily Staff Writer

By Melody Hou
Doily Northwestern (Northwestern U.)

(U-WIRE) EVANSTON, 111.
— Using both straps of a back
pack has come back into vogue,
and it’s taking a load off stu
dents’ backs.

Wire
“Junior high was the onestrap era,” said Eric Chiou, a
CAS freshman. “When you think
about wearing one strap (now),
it seems so '80s.”
For once, fashion coincides
with health. According to
Sacared Bodison, chief director
and coordinator of sports medi
cine at the University of
Maryland at College Park, using
the back muscles symmetrically
rather than putting the weight
all on one side will help students
avoid back problems.
“When you shift to one shoul
der, those muscles work harder,
and there’s pain just from the
torque,” Bodison .said. “It’s an
over-usage syndrome.”
To reduce the possibility of
back problems, Bodison advises
distributing weight over all the
muscles by wearing two straps.
“The point is using the back
muscles .symmetrically,” she
said.
Robert Fulanovicb, a chiro
practor in downtown Evanston,

said he remembers treating a
student for upper-back problems
made worse by carrying her
backpack over one shoulder.
“(Students) are now carrying
their entire worldly possessions
with them every day,” he said.
Carrying a heavy backpack
on one shoulder for several
hours a day will cause tight
joints in that side and accumu
lated
stress
and
strain,
Fulanovich said.
“(Wearing one strap) doesn’t
hurt at the time you’re doing it,
and you don’t associate (it) to the
pain later on,” he said.
But some students said they
noticed the awkwardness of the
one-strap style more than the
pain.
“1 always had tons of books,
and one side would be way
stronger than the other,” said
Lori Williams, a McCormick
freshman. “It didn’t really hurt.
I just noticed I was kind of lop
sided.”
Lopsided or not, students
endured the discomfort for the
sake of coolness.
“I wore (my backpack) over
one shoulder during middle
school and high school because I
didn’t want to be uncool,” said
Sumi Pendakur, a CAS junior.
“Even when you were leaning
over to one side, you still had to
wear it over one shoulder.”
But even the current twostrap fashion won’t prevent all
See PACKS page 9

For some San Luis Obispo
County residents 1997 means
higher bills.

CO UNTY
As of Jan. 1 Falcon Cable
raised its basic service fees 20
percent, and realtors reported
that rental rates and the cost of
homes are on the upswing.
The City of San Luis Obispo
Utilities Department reported
that rates for water arid sewer
went up in July, and did not
change Jan. 1. July is the start of
its fiscal year, and at that time
they decide if costs have increased
or if there are any big projects
that may raise the rates.
The city’s residential garbage
service increased from $15.20 to
$15.75 for the use of a gray
garbage can. If you are using
orange bags, the cost of 10 bags
has increased from $11.50 to $12,
while the monthly service rate
increa.sed from $2.30 to $2.45.
The only major utility rate
that decreased was the Gas
Company’s. The baseline rate has
gone down from 50.8 cents to 50.2
cents per unit of water. Above tbe
baseline rate, prices have fallen
from 68.6 cents to 67.6 cents per
unit of water.
PG&E rates did not change at
the beginning of the year.
Following this trend. Pacific Bell
has not increased rates in more

than 5 years.
Despite the 20 percent jump in
cable fees, county officials said
they are analyzing the increase to
determine if it is justified based
on Federal Communications
Commission rules. If they deter
mine the increase violates regula
tions, then refunds may be issued
to customers.
While Falcon’s rates have gone
up for 1997, Sonic Cable, which
serves most of the student popu
lation, has remained constant for
now. With additions to the chan
nel lineup and moves to increase
overall quality. Sonic Cable repre
sentatives said to expect a rate
increase this spring.
Due to such utility increases,
many students reported the cost
of living has increased during the
past several years. According to
the Community Economic Profile
(CEP) prepared by the San Luis
Obispo Chamber of Commerce, a
two-bedroom rental averages
$700 per month while a four-bedroom is at least $1,200. The num
bers from the report have risen
little the past couple years, but
students have a different opinion
about the statistics.
Psychology
senior
Patty
Geesman laughed when she
heard the reporUid figures.
“If you want to live by the
beach and in this area, you pay
for it. My rent alone has contin
ued to rise over the last several
years,” Geesman said. “Those

We are interested in hiring
GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS
graduates to enter our customer
service training program

B

averages may have once been
true, but not anymore.”
Housing is limited in San Luis
Obispo for students looking for
rentals. With the increase in
enrollment during the fall quar
ter, the city has talked about ways
to accommodate the increase in
students seeking housing.
According to the San Luis
Obispo Board of Realtors, there
are very few lots available within
the city limits to build on. Those
that are available cost at least
$80,000.
According to the CEP, San
Luis Obispo is developing within
the I percent growth restricted by
government controls and the state
economy. Because of this level of
growth, there is still enough
available housing for sale. Entry
level housing starts, however, at
$145,000 and can increase to
more than $600,000, according to
the Board of Realtors.
While San Luis Obispo is a col
lege town, many attribute tbe
high cost of living to the touristtown atmosphere.
Architecture senior Rodrigo
Diaz said San Luis Obispo has
always been focused on tourism.
“I don’t really think that the
cost of living has gone up that
much, but I do think that San
Luis Obispo is geared towards
tourism, so that naturally is an
expensive market,” Diaz .said.
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How one student was touched
by M artin Luther Kings life

friends and associates “not for the color
plant at a great salary. I was a white
speck in a blue-collar, predominantly
of their skin, but for the content of their
character.” Maturity and a firm intoler
When 1 was a young girl, I thought he black work force that, during the pack
ance of bigoted and/or racist behavior of
ing
season,
numbered
in
the
thousands.
W it s crazy. Growing up in rural North
any manner has helped me apply those
A generous paycheck squelched my ini
Carolina had shaped my viewpoint of
beliefs in my relationships with family
right and wrong into a very narrow scope tial apprehension. Although over
and friends. The former being the hard
of black or white. Martin Luther King dr. whelmed at first, eventually and hesi
est because we don’t get to select our
was a colored man, foolish enough to call tantly “they” became my friends, and I
brothers or cousins or aunts.
learned “they” had families. Before too
himself my brother and uppity enough
1 Live by a simple code espoused
long, I became one of “them.” My skin
to think white folks like me cared. “Ain’t
color didn’t change, but my
originally in writing by Thomas
no dumb nigger
heart did.
There were now
Jefferson in the Declaration of
gonna change what
1 was pretty bum med about
Independence. It states, “All men are
faces on the expletives I had
goes on in these
To
quote
Rev.
Dexter Lawn getting thrashed.
created equal, and they are endowed by
once used. Faces that did not
towns or back roads,
the Creator with certain inalienable
Jason Reynolds,
look
alike
and
faces
that
I
I used to think.
King, I began to
rights, that among those are life, liberty
looked forward to seeing every
I can still visual
Business senior
pick
my
friends
day.
My
new
friends,
to
my
and the pursuit of happiness.” The
ize Alabama’s
Reverend Martin Luther King put
Governor Wallace
and associates joyful gastronomic discovery,
meaning
into those words for me. Once
ate
my
kind
of
food
or,
standing on those
u
not
for
the
color
a person I ridiculed, he would later in
depending on how you looked
school steps, vehe
at
it,
I
ate
theirs.
Too
many
my life become a role model.
mently attempting to
o
f
their
skin,
More than three decades and three
years in North Carolina had
block desegregation,
thousand
miles have di.stanced me from
left
me
with
a
culinary
taste
defiant to his presi
hut for the con
for ribs, cobbler, greens and
the very defined racial barriers and
dent but faithful to
tent
o
f
their
cornbread,
and
West
Oakland
hatred that I knew as a child. “No
his constituents.
restaurants generously oblig
Colored Allowed” was a sign that .sym
Even as a child, I
character. ”
bolized that negative era of human
ed us.
knew this man was
rights from which Martin Luther King
Then Martin Luther King
not unique.
emerged. A black man who broke stride,
was assassinated, which prompted me
Verbalizing what the South thought,
stepped out and stood up to what must
for the first time in my life to draw back
Wallace was just another good ol’ white
It hasn’t alVected me, hut I
have seemed an impregnable wall of dis
and take a long hard look at the man.
hoy with a degree of respectability
saw a girl hail the other day.
crimination and indifference. To have
He and I were both young when he was
because of his elected ofllce. Federal
been there and to have known the oppo
Stacey Beaman, troops may have brought Alabama to her killed. I suddenly realized, hell, he didn’t
sition that he faced makes me gasp at
change
just
the
South,
he
was
the
cata
knees
opening
a
lot
of
eyes
to
an
ugly
Business freshman
his raw courage.
aide of life in moss-draped Magnolialand, lyst for race relations change for the
I am not black, therefore 1 cannot say
entire world! It was years after he origi
but the heart of Old Dixie still beat with
“I know how it feels” becau.se I do not,
nally delivered his “I Have a Dream”
a steady rhythm of hatred and bigotry.
speech that I actually .sat down, watched
but there are some things I do under
Tired of newsreels with civil rights
stand. Posted signs reading “Whites
and listened to it on television. I was
marchers being attacked, maimed or
Only” or “No Colored
dumbstruck
not
only
killed; tired of watching some crazy
3
by what he said but — —
——— —
Allowed” are no longer per
black gutting his ass ripped by Cujo-like
mitted, but the actions and
police dogs, and more tired still of watch how he spoke: It was
Martin
Luther
hearts of many still bear
spoken in the
ing even crazier white folks
King and I were their imprimatur. I have an
(Northerners, I u.sed to tell myself) get
cadence of a
intrinsic value of each and
Southern Baptist
ting their heads cracked open by billy
both
young
when
every human being from con
preacher-man; not
clubs, my attention waned. My life at
only a speech but a
that time had changed, and in my
he was killed. I ception until death, and am
in awe of their Creator. All of
teenage list of priorities, Martin Luther
true deliverance;not
Not really, most ol my classes
suddenly
my friends are .strong, opin
King and all he stood for was quickly for only eloquence but
I can usually pass through
people, as is most of
gotten. Highlighting those years for me
words turned into
realized, hell, he ionated
their little harriers.
my family. They know that I
go.spel. Both man and
in the early sixties was my move from
Louie CuelLir, North Carolina to California, and my
didn^t change just practice what I preach,
speech were unfor
sometimes to their chagrin
gettable,
and
they
discovery
of
boys.
Physical Education junior
the
South,
he
was
and sometimes to their
gave me goosebumps.
My daddy u.sed to say. “ You can take
a girl out of the South, but you can’t take Martyred for what I
the catalyst for reserved admiration. Either
way, I give them something
took for granted, the
the South out of the girl.” I think he
race relations to talk about, and am told
meant “country” but South works much
Reverend King still
that I make them think.
better for me. Either way, it did come
managed a celluloid
change
for
the
That
is good, I believe,
back, shadowing my life and its deci
“laying on of the
because the first step to
hands” for me,
sions.
entire world.
understanding is awareness.
because I changed.
One day in 1967, more broke than
Change was diffi
bigoted, I applied for a job at a cannery
M ary A lic e A lto r fe r i* a .J o u rn a lism
cult, but it was a challenge that I took.
in West Oakland. Hired, I found myself
ju n io r .
working in an enormous food processing
To quote Rev. King, I began to pick my
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Yeah, when you walk it’s really
crowded and there’s only one
opening and everyone wants
to go through.
Tina Yuen,
Biochemistry jreshman

L

Yeah, you have to plan before
which way to go class.
Alfred Solis,
Mechanical Engineering Senior

There s never been a better tim e to be a sci-fi fan
-------- D awn P ilsbury ---------

N

It’s a good time to be a
Trekkie. Or a science fiction
fan in general. Between
“Star Trek; First Contact,”
the continuing epics of
“Star Trek; Deep Space
Nine” and “Voyager” and
“Men in Black” and Robert
Heinlein’s “Starship
Trooper.s” coming out the
summer, we who dwell in
Leon’s will have plentiful
fixes this year.
People who are not fans,
as we refer to ourselves, do
not understand us. They
didn’t go to see “MST 3K;
The Movie” in the theater.

They didn’t stand in line
outside the Fremont to see
“Generations” and “First
Contact.”
Actually, we are lucky,
who are sci-fi fans today. In
my mother’s time, there
was much less material.
People were forced to read
everything Isaac Asimov
wrote. It was especially thin
after the Scientologists got
a hold of A.E. Van Vogh.
The science fiction front
has had its share of bombs
though. “Waterworld,”
(which recently broke even
due to incredible sales in

Japan) and “Mars Attacks”
(they spent all their money
on big names and special
effects .so they couldn’t
afford a plot).
Still, I’m proud to be a
sci-fi fan. I find myself say
ing loudly, “When I was at
World Con this summer...”
(World Con is the World
Science Fiction Conventionone of the few places in the
world where you will not
look out of place dressed
like Han Solo). I reveled in
the pre.sence of famous filkers (You don’t even know
what filk is, do you?)

On the other hand, I
don’t know about the
famous fly-fishers, race car
drivers or crocheters that
many of you look up to.
That’s the nice thing
about the various niches
people invent for them
selves. Back in the bad old
days, either you were a
good hunter or gatherer.
That was it. Now you can
sew the baddest sampler
quilt, make the be.st corn
relish or have the biggest
software company. The
wonders of the modern
world...
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Free thought, unhampered teaching and better faculty benefits of tenure
J f.nny J ustice

T

,, ,
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The philosophy behind
tenure is one that has been
around since the Middle Ages.
Medieval professors were
given the opportunity to
explore new areas of knowl
edge without fear of losing
their job as long as they didn’t
step over the boundaries set by
the church.
A more recent version of
tenure was adopted by colleges
and universities in the United
States in 1915. In recent years
94 percent of colleges and uni
versities have reported that is
some form of tenure at their
school. Wliy do so many have
this program at their schools?
Is it to ensure job security to
grumpy, old professors who
don’t know how to teach?
Contrary to popular belief the
answer is no. Tenure was
established to ensure that pro
fessors had the freedom to
teach.
The biggest benefit of the
tenure system is academic
freedom. Tenure insures that
professors are able to expose
students to unpopular ideas in
their classroom. It makes sure

they can teach these ideas
without suffering retribution
from local, state and federal
governments, or university
olficials who don’t agree with
the subject being taught or the
method used to teach it.
Subjects like the theories of
creationism and evolution, the
Nazi death camps during
World War II and communism
were all at one time consid
ered unpopular ideas in the
United States. I think all of
these issues plus many others
have been very influential in
shaping our society and the
world we live in. It is impor
tant that college students are
exposed to the.se unpopular
ideas during their education to
make sure that they don’t hap
pen again. I also think study
ing and discussing some of the
more unpopular ideas in histo
ry give us a better under
standing of the world today.
In a college situation we are
all adults and are able to draw
our own conclusions on certain
subjects by weighing all sides
of the issue. It is the job of a
professor to give us all of the
information concerning an

issue so that we can make
of our professors could proba
well-educated conclusions. If a
bly be making a lot more
professor is unable to present
money if they were working in
one of the sides of an issue
the private industry. Right
because it would result in him
now, for most of us, becoming
or her losing their job, the con
a professor is probably one of
clusions being
the last things on
made by students
our list. As we
Without
on that subject
grow older and
would be made in
tenure the have families,
ignorance. Hi.story
working in the cor
has shown how
quality o f porate world and
dangerous deci
facing downsizing
our
higher
sions of ignorance
and lay offs may
can be. Such deci
education not look as promis
sions have mislead
ing as it once did.
whole countries,
system
Tenure is able to
killed millions of
provide universi
would drop. ties
people and have
with a way to
kept millions more ------------recruit faculty and
suppressed.
staff by enticing them with
1 hope that when we gradu
financial and job stability
ate from Cal Poly we can leave
Without tenure the quality of
feeling confident that we have
our higher education system
the best education possible.
would drop because many of
This would not be possible
the good teachers we have on
without tenure and the acade
faculty would be working in
mic freedom it provides.
private industry.
This insurance of academic
I don’t deny that there are
freedom is only one of the rea
problems in the recent imple
sons that I think tenure
mentation of tenure. I am sad
improves the quality of educa
to say that there are some pro
tion at colleges and universi
fessors out there who do not
ties. Another reason that I
deserve their tenure status.
think tenure is
Universities have been very
important is it pro
liberal in the awarding of
vides a way for col
tenure of faculty. It seems that
leges and universi
rather than professors having
ties to attract indi
to prove that they deserve
viduals who are
tenure status, the school is
qualified to become
required to prove why they do
professors.
not. I believe that this aspect
Let’s face it - we
of tenure needs to be restruc
all know that most
tured.

As it stands right now a
professor must work for a uni
versity for six years before
they can be granted tenure.
Once they’ve achieved tenure
status they are re-evaluated
every five years by a peer
review committee to decide if
they deserve to continue with
their tenure status. The only
way a profes.sor can be dismis.sed is if he or she has com
mitted a felony, unless the
review committee can show
adequate cause for dismissal.
The committee takes into
consideration a number of
things, depending on the
department. Some of the crite
ria taken into consideration
include student and peer eval
uations of the instructor, as
well as teaching effectiveness.
The committee then gives
their recommendation as to
whether the professor
deserves to continue teaching.
It seems to me that these
committees are not doing their
job. If they were I have a hard
time believing that we would
have so many bad teachers in
the university system.
I think tenure is necessary
to ensure a high quality of
education at the university
level. I think that the review
process of tenured faculty
needs to be restructured, but
getting rid of tenure complete
ly would be devastating to our
system of higher education.
Jen n y J u stic e is J o u r n a l
ism senior.

c
o
Tenure is a bain to higher education
--------- S hoshana H e b s h i ----------

I once read about a professor
at another university who had
come up with a completely dif
ferent style of teaching - total
and utter laziness. He would
come to class with a tape
recorder and .set it down at the
front desk, press play, then
leave. He had recorded his
day’s lecture for the class so he
didn’t have to stick around In
turn, the students began to
bring their tape recorders to
class as well, setting them on
their desks and recording their
professor’s own recorded lec
ture. They left a room filled
with empty chairs and a bunch
of tape recorders.
This story made me wonder
about the negative effects of
tenure.
It’s true that there are a
number of plu.ses for a teacher
to receive tenure from their
university, but the negatives
outweigh the positives.
With this job security, a pro
fessor can do practically what

ever he or she wants without
the worry of being fired.
Academia is supposed to be
a place where people can
express their intellectual ideas
freely. But this shouldn’t be
done by making a job so per
manent that if it’s necessary to
get rid of an incompetent pro
fessor the process is an incred
ibly tedious one.
Cal Poly’s purpo.se of tenure
is to create academic freedom
for the instructor, meaning
that teaching the course out
line is mandatory, but the
teaching .style and intellectual
ideas can not be criticized.
To me this presents a prob
lem with the quality of our
expensive education.
Here’s a scenario:
It’s the last quarter of Alex
A. Student’s senior year and
the last class to take is only
offered that quarter and is
only offered in one section. The
professor, Pat B. Old, is the
only profes.sor teaching, and
has been teaching that class
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since Cal Poly was
founded. Dr. Old has
n’t updated the syl
labus since 1956 and
takes a five-minute
nap break every 15
minutes of the lec
ture. Dr. Old can’t
answer questions becau.se the
student’s hands are too blurry
to see and can’t hear questions
if they are called out. But
since Dr. Old has tenure, the
university can’t terminate that
position. Does Alex stay in the
class and get nothing out of it
except the stench of Ben Gay
or drop it and hold off gradua
tion for another year just to
take this clas.s? Hence, a prob
lem with tenure.
During my two and a half
years at Cal Poly I have had
more than two dozen different
teachers. Most of them were
tenured (Dr. Old was a great
exaggeration) hut I generally
enjoyed the younger, nontenured professors because of
their enthusiasm and their
ability to relate to students on

a more personal level.
If tenure happened to be
abolished and teachers had to
remain competitive, maybe
they all would bo enthusiastic
to teach.
It’s true that a teacher must
show adequate capability to
receive tenure. But then who’s
to say that one newly-tenured
teacher isn’t going to get lazy
and .secure in his or her perma
nence a couple of years down
the road and turn into that
profes.sor who tape records the
lectures? And though the
process of receiving tenure
supposedly weeds out the bad
seeds, who’s to say that one or
two seeds don’t slip through
the plow like that tape record
ed profes.sor did?
.My dad’s friend teaches at a

law schfKiI and got her tenure
last year. She had a big bash
to celebrate her success...!
guess. I know that she is a
dedicated teacher, but w’as she
really celebrating her success
as a competent professor or
was she celebrating her newjob security?
It’s too bad that tenure
exists. Although there are
dedicated profes.sors who real
ly care about their student.s’
education, others do not.
Those “others" are the ones
that give tenure a bad name.
I am sure that profes.sors
can find job security without
tenure — every other profes
sion .seems to be doing just
fine.
S h osh an a H ebshi is a
J o u rn a lism ju n io r.
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RADIO from ¡Hige /

SPECIAL

zons forced Milosevic to let Radio
B-92 back on the air, and Gordon
Paunovic, the head of Radio R92’s music department, sent an email to New Country saying they
would love a sister station rela
tionship.
tJere Crosby, promotions direc
tor at New Country, said the rela
tionship is working out very well.
Besides the new music, Croshy
has been sending out cards, Tshirts, stickers, and other promo
tional material to spread the
word that country music and free
dom are in Serbia to stay. Usually
an alternative music station.
Radio B92 has developed a suc
cessful country format show on
the weekends.
“They love the new music,”
Crosby said. “Anything American,
they really like.”
In a recent Wall Street
Journal Europe interview. Verán

to understand what it is like to
have a disability by working with
athletes of the Special Olympics
in some of their classes.
As of Nov. 8, Gaydos started
her new job as area director.
Under this title, she supervises
more than 500 athletes and 2,000
volunteers. As well as coordinat
ing the many sports events and
the annual area meet, she works
all year planning fundraising
events for the programs.
She said she also plans to
speak at Cal Poly and around the
community to raise an under
standing of the Special Olympics
and encourage respect for the
developmentally disabled in our
community.
Former Area Director Mary
Ellen Gibson, who recently
retired, is confident that Gaydos’
hard work will pay off.
“Jody’s enthusiasm and energy
will build upon the strong commu
nity involvement and athlete par
ticipation that has been the hall
mark of our organization,” she
said.
“It’s all worth it,” Gaydos said.
“Seeing them get out there and
play, and just really kick some
butt! With all that training, all
that time they put into it, they
don’t go down without a fight.”

SELDANE from /Mge 2
withdraw all supplies from ware
houses, wholesale distributors
and drug stores “instead of choos
ing to sell as much of the drug as
it can until the curtain drops.”
Nonetheless, Hoechst Marion
Roussel stands behind the safety
of Seldane, said Charles Rouse,
spokesman for the Kansas City,
Mo., company.
“We will go through whatever
steps are necessary to defend the
fact that Seldane should remain

Matic, editor and founder of
Radio B92, described the impor
tance of the station to peace in
Serbia.
“Radio B92 is not only a place
from which to broadcast an
authentic news program, but it is
also the hub of an entire antiwar,
pro-democracy movement,” Matic
said in the article. “The station’s

activities are intended only to
enlighten — not to brainwash,
but to help individuals resist all
forms of dogmatism.”
In addition to the radio pro
gram, Radio B92 organizes pro
grams in its own independent cul
tural center, “Cinema Rex.” It
publishes books and magazines,
has its own music and television

production unit, organizes exhibi
tions and communicates with all
parts of the former Yugoslavia.
The station also recently man
aged to provide humanitarian aid
for refugees.

on the market, as long as it is
taken as labeled,” he said.
Seldane long ago yielded the
market lead to Claritin, made by
Schering Plough Corp. ScheringPlough shares closed at 69 3/8, up
1 on the New York Stock
Exchange.
Hoechst
Marion
Roussel doesn’t trade publicly.
The FDA said that when the
cardiac risks became known,
Hoechst Marion Roussel and the
FDA launched educational cam
paigns to warn physicians, phar
macists and the public alK)ut the

dangers.
“Although these efforts have
reduced inappropriate prescrib
ing and dispensing of terfenadine
with other drugs, such events
have not been, and almost cer
tainly cannot be, eliminated,” the
FDA said.
Said Rouse: “We don’t think
there is sufficient reason, certain
ly because of safety issues, to take
Seldane off the market; that as
long as it is taken in accordance
with the (package) insert that it is
.safe and effective medicine.”

He said his company will

Radio B92 can be sampled in
English

on

the

Internet

at

http://www.dds.nl/~pressnow.

aggressively campaign to keep
the drug for the “many patients
who have been taking Seldane for
the better part of 10 years and do
fine with it.”
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ment for cancer and AIDS, the
suit said.
Perón said he always doubted
sor organization, the Cannabis
the
federal government would
Buyer’s Club, until it was raided
and shut down by California crack down.
“They can’t even put (Dr. Jack)
Attorney General Dan Lungren
during last fall’s campaign over Kevorkian in jail for killing peo
Proposition 215. Lungren and the ple,” he said. “They’re hardly
raid were lampooned in the comic going to put doctors in jail for pre
scribing marijuana for a sick per
strip “Doonesbury.”
Despite the raid and subse son.”
As a precautionary measure,
quent charges against Perón,
however.
Perón said the Cannabis
California voters approved the
initiative, which allows medical Cultivators Club will not keep
records of doctors who write pre
use of marijuana.
Last week, a San F’rancisco scriptions so law enforcement offi
judge ordered the club reopened, cials cannot retaliate.
But that may again put the
saying it was protected under
club on a collision course with
Proposition 215.
Lungren reluctantly acknowl Lungren, said Steve Telliano, the
edged he was “bound by 215,” but attorney general’s spokesman.
vowed to monitor the club’s activ San Francisco Superior Court
Judge David Garcia’s order allow
ities closely to prevent abuses.
The Clinton Administration ing the club to reopen requires
also threatened to punish doctors keeping such records, he insisted.
Perón, meanwhile, was more
who recommend pot for their
worried
about Wednesday’s open
patients, arguing the drug was
ing than legal maneuvering. He
still banned under federal law.
But White House drug czar showed off marijuana plants
Barry R. McCaffrey visited San beginning to grow in the club
Francisco on Monday and backed basement and said the room
off that threat in an address to would eventually be “a sea of
the board of the San Francisco green.”
Medical Society, said Steve Heilig,
The club doesn’t just offer
spokesman for the group.
smokable pot, which goes from $5
“They will not go after physi to $60 for 3.5 grams, depending
cians who might recommend this on the quality. Perón said.
in the context of an established
“Many of our patients can’t
patient, if it’s not being done smoke or don’t want to smoke,” he
indiscriminately,” Heilig said.
said.
Partly in response, the soci
The club offers marijuana in
ety’s board, by a narrow margin, four or five different forms,
held off endorsing a federal law including “merri” pills made of
suit filed in San Francisco on high-grade pot which is pulver
Tuesday by the pro-Proposition ized, soaked in olive oil, lightly
215 group Bay Area Physicians heated and packed into gelatin
for Human Rights.
pills.
The suit seeks an injunction
There is a $25-a-bottle tinc
preventing the federal govern ture consisting of marijuana
ment from acting against doctors. soaked in 151-proof rum and then
Threats made since the pas dried, and pot-spiced pesto sauce
sage of Proposition 215 “have at $10 a jar.
effectively gagged physicians”
Also available are baked prod
from even mentioning marijuana ucts, including classic marijuana
to combat the side effects of treat brownies.

POT from ¡Hi^e 2

Immigrant advocates say farm workers
missing out on flood assistance
By Martha Irvine
Associated Press

SAN
FRANCISCO
—
Language barriers and fear of
anti-immigrant bias is keeping
many California farm workers
from asking for flood assistance,
immigrant advocates say.

AP-STATE
Hundreds of farm workers in
Stanislaus County south of
Modesto and in Yuba and Sutter
counties north of Sacramento are
among the hardest hit by the
flooding that followed days of
torrential rain around the New
Year holiday.
Not only have they been dri
ven from their houses and trail
ers and from the dairies,
orchards and farm fields where
they work, but many also speak
only Spanish, Hmong or occa
sionally Punjabi, a language that
originated in India.
“Assistance has certainly
been haphazard at this point,”
said Ilene Jacobs, directing
attorney for the Marysville office
of the nonprofit California Rural
Legal Assistance Inc.
“Immigrants who are here
lawfully fear asking for emer
gency assistance because of the
atmosphere of immigrant bash
ing in this state,” she added.
“Undocumented people are even
more afraid to come forward.”
And some who do seek assis

tance have run into glitches in
the system, said Herlinda
Gonzalez, a community aide for
the Patterson Unified School
District in the Central Valley.
One parent who is unable to
work because of the floods was
told that he would not qualify for
unemployment because he was
not laid off, Gonzalez said.
“I’m not saying this happens
to everyone,” she said. “But it’s
really difficult right now for a lot
of people. We try to help them
but it’s not enough.”
Others are running into prob
lems simply because they cannot
afford to miss a paycheck.
Take, for example, the case of
a single mother who has been
kept from working in flooded
cauliflower and broccoli fields
near Tracy. She could not pay her
Pacific Gas & Electric bill, so her
power was shut off, said
Gonzalez, who was trying to get
the woman help from the
Salvation Army.
Jaco b s also woiTies th a t som e
people a re n o t g e ttin g th e h e a lth
care th e y need.

“We’ve got everything from
dead animal carcasses and chem
ical containers to deal with,” she
said.”‘And there’s rabies, septic
systems with contaminated
water wells and people who need
tetanus shots.”
Officials admit tracking down
everyone affected by the floods is

difficult, especially if they don’t
come forward or don’t speak
English.
To that end, some govern
ment agencies, such as the
Federal
Emergency
Management Administration,
provide Spanish translations on
their telephone assistance lines.
Relief groups such as the
American Red Cross also have
provided flyers translated into
Spanish and have been working
with the Mexican consulate to
provide assistance to immigrants
from that country, said Red
Cross spokeswoman Elizabeth
Quirk.
Several volunteers from
Americorps, a federally funded
youth corps, serve as translators.
Quirk said. And organizations
such as the local Farm Bureau in
Yuba City is setting aside furni
ture and clothing for farm work
ers.
Gonzalez suggests turning
empty migrant housing, general
ly u.sed during the summer and
fall, into temporary housing for
flood victims, many of whom are
staying in cramped quarters
with relatives and friends.
“When you are in crisis, you
don’t want fancy things,” she
said. “You just want a bed and a
place to cook.”
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Balloonist heading across Tsai supported in boycotting rankings
Atlantic in transglobal
attempt to be first nonstop
By Mark McKenzie
The Daily Texan (U. of Texas)

By Mike Robinson
Associated Press

CHICAGO — Sweeping
along on powerful — and brutal
ly cold — Jetstream winds, mil
lionaire
adventurer
Steve
Fossett headed across the
Atlantic on Tuesday on his quest
to become the first balloonist to
circle the Earth nonstop.

AP-NATION
The 52-year-old F'ossett, who
lifted ofT from Busch Stadium in
St. Louis on Monday night, was
20 miles ofT North Carolina by
early afternoon and said all was
well despite overnight problems
with one of two heaters.
“The heater went down for a
little bit, but it went back up,”
said Bo Kemper, project manag
er of the flight. “Steve is fine. He
seems very upbeat. The weather
looks promising to Portugal and
Spain.”
To succeed in his one-man
mission, the softspoken Chicago
securities dealer must spend 15
to 18 days in his chilly Solo
Spirit capsule just 4 feet wide
and less than 6 feet high.
Temperatures of 40 degrees
were expected inside the capsule
and 50 below outside.
The plans had called for
Fossett to head north across the
Atlantic to Scandinavia. Under
the revised route, he will reach
Portugal or Spain on Friday,
then turn north to France and
east toward Denmark, cross
Poland and Belarus and reach
the Russian border on Saturday.

There was some concern
because Fossett had not yet
received permission to cross
Russian airspace. “We are work
ing very closely with the U.S.
State Department and the
Russian Embassy,” Kemper
said. “This is an educational
flight and, as such, a good thing
for both of our countries.”
Balloon teams headed by
British tycoon Richard Branson
and Swiss psychiatrist Dr.
Bertrand Piccard failed in
efforts earlier this month to set
one of the last great remaining
records in aviation. Branson was
on hand in the snow-covered
stadium to watch as Fossett’s
150-foot, silver-colored balloon
ascended into the black winter
sky.
Fossett said before liftoff that
he hopes to snatch four hours of
sleep a night, usually an hour at
a time. At such times, he will
trust automated sensors to fire
the burners that heat air in the
lower portion of the balloon
when nighttime cold robs heli
um in the upper portion of buoy
ancy.
As the balloon sailed along at
50 mph, 18,000 feet above the
North Carolina hills, a plane
carrying a crew from ABC’s
“Nightline” circled it, and
Fossett answered questions by
radio from Ted Koppel in
Washington.
Fossett also used a computer
in his bright yellow capsule to
contact his ground support team
at Chicago’s Loyola University.
See BALLOON page 8

(U-WIRE) AUSTIN, Texas —
Student Government President
Jeff Tsai has enlisted the support
of UT system officials in an effort
to stop sending statistical infor
mation to U.S. News & World
Report’s annual survey on college
rankings.

W ire
Tsai said Sunday that UT
System
Chancellor William
Cunningham told him that if
asked, he would write a public let
ter backing the SG movement to
boycott the magazine’s survey in
the future.
Bernard Rapoport, chairman
of the UT System Board of
Regents, has also offered support
for the SG initiative, Tsai said. He
also noted that Paul Woodruff,
chairman of the Faculty Council,
offered to help formulate a faculty
council resolution denouncing the
rankings system.
UT President Robert Berdahl
has criticized the methodology

fully later this week.
The goal of meeting with
Berdahl, Tsai said, is to persuade
him to write a letter stating, “We
are not going to submit informa
tion to U.S. News.”
“But if he decides to send the
information, (Berdahl should)
write a letter denouncing what
U.S. News does,” Tsai said.
Tsai said the report “is one we
kind of get screwed on every
year.”
“How is it that (U.S. News)
can justify where schools can go
up and down in the rankings
without any massive changes
within the schools,” Tsai said. “It
seems quite arbitrary.”
U.S. News has consistently
maintained that its rankings sys
tem in evaluating universities is
not arbitrary.
James Fallows, an editor at
U.S. News, defended his maga
zine’s survey in a speech on cam
pus in November, stating that any
student who chooses which col
lege to attend based solely on
rankings “shouldn’t be in college.”

INS hiring 2,000 more to protect borders
By Michelle Mittelstodt
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — With a
record $3.1 billion budget, the
nation’s immigration service is
allocating $400 million in new
money to deter illegal crossings
along the Southwest border and
remove undocumented aliens
from the country’s interior.
The
Immigration
and
Naturalization Service is using

cl

Ja

and scientific validity of the sur
vey, but he has not taken any sub
sequent action.
The SG’s actions are part of a
growing national effort by stu
dent leaders on college campuses
to encourage administrators to
boycott the annual report by
refusing U.S. News requests for
information. The idea of boy
cotting the magazine survey
began last fall at Stanford
University.
Student leaders at several uni
versities, including Harvard and
Yale, have since joined the move
ment.
U.S. News dropped the
University into the unranked tier
in last year’s survey, provoking
many students and administra
tors to react critically to the
report.
Dissatisfied
with
the
University’s poor showing, Tsai
and SG Vice President Brian Feld
signed on to the movement.
Tsai has drafted an open letter
to Berdahl asking the president to
take action in regard to the con
troversy over the survey.
Tsai said he will release the
contents of the letter when he for
mally meets with Berdahl, hope

part of the extra money provided
by Congress to hire 2,000 new
personnel — including 1,000 new
Border Patrol agents and 350
inspectors at land border cross
ings and airports.
“Our first priority remains to
secure
the
border,”
INS
Commissioner Doris Meissner
told a news conference Tuesday.
California will gain 506 of the
new agents, inspectors and sup
port personnel, followed by Texas
with 479, Arizona with 224, New
Mexico with 98 and New York
with 62. “We are continuing to
concentrate these agents in the
highest illegal immigration corri
dors,” Meissner said.
Once chronically underfunded,
INS has seen its fortunes improve
dramatically in recent years while
other federal agencies have had to
scale back. The budget for the fis
cal year that began Oct. 1 is more
than double the $1.5 billion INS
received at the start of the

Clinton administration in 1993.
“Our borders have been great
ly strengthened with more per
sonnel and better technology,
workplace enforcement has gotten
tougher, and a record number of
criminal aliens have been deport
ed,” President Clinton said in a
statement. “Today’s announce
ment represents continuing wise
management of the additional
resources requested by me and
provided by the Congress.”
Beyond the new hires, the
nearly $200 million in new fund
ing to beef up enforcement along
the U.S.-Mexican border includes
$24 million to speed authorized
crossings at border checkpoints,
and new technologies such as
infrared scoptis and motion detec
tors to deter unlawful entries.
Another $114 million is dedi
cated to improve the agency’s
detention and removal of criminal
and other illegal aliens. INS
See INS page 9
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Economy brishtens job market for erads
•

(U-WIRE) STATE COLLEGE,
Pa. — A stronger economy in 1996
may mean college graduates will
have an easier time finding a job,
according to a Michigan State
University study.

Research In.stitute at Michigan
State and author of the study.
Starting salaries for ri'cent col
lege graduates could increa.s(! IJ..')
percent to 4 percent, according to
the 508 employers who rcisponded. The survey estimates that
chemical engineers will have; tla;
highest starting salaries —
$42,758, whereas journalists will
have the lowest starting salaries

— $22,102.
Employers responding to a
survey anticipated 6.2 percent
more job openings than last year,
said Patrick Scheetz, director of
the
Collegiate
Employment

Scheetz said the economy is
the main reason for the better
outlook.
“When people have more
money, they hire more people to
do more work. If the economy
nose-dives. . . if employers have to

'T
'U.. team 4^...A,.,
o/^Lr problems.
The
tracks u:^
him ,rw
via^ a« signal Kback
According to Bodi.son, leaning
that is emitted by the capsule
over during studying, typing and
hourly and relayed by satellite.
A year ago, Kos.sett made it using computers also aggravates
from Rapid City, S.D., to New back problems, as well as nonBrunswick, (Canada, before tech ergonomic chairs in lecture halls
nical problems forced him down. and the heavy weight of the back
He set the world distance balloon packs themselves
The first thing we t(‘l! (stu
ing record of 5,435 miles in 1995
dents
with back complaints) is to
on a flight that began in South
Korea and ended in a field in get rid of the weight,” Bodi.son
said.
Canada.
Other treatments include
using cor.rect lifting techniques,
building upper-body strength,
increasing range of motion for the
neck and shoulders and using
heat and massage. Anti-inflam
matory medication may be pre
scribed as a last resort.

tighten their belts, they quit hir
ing,” he said. “And if they quit hir
ing, the first place they quit hir
ing is new college graduates.”
Because recent graduates
rc(]uir(! more training and hand
holding, Scheetz said employers
may favor hiring experienced
applicants when money is tight.
R(!ople with experience may
have an edge, hut good communi
cation skills can increase the
chances of landing a job, said
Douglas
Barbin,
president
ofAlpha Kappa Psi, a business
fraternity at Penn State. The
organization often holds seminars
on building resumes, interviewing

Associated Press

IRVINE, Calif. — A fourthgrader who figured out how to
fold up his skateboard is drum
ming up some marketing inter
est in the invention.
Justin Glober, 10, figures
there is already plenty of con
sumer interest. He spent months
on the project, compelled in part
by a teacher who wouldn’t allow
his skateboard to clutter up the
classroom.
“We used to let him hide it
under a cupboard,” said Sharon
McCubbin of Santiago Hills
Elementary School. “But the
wheels .stuck out.”
Justin’s solution was “F'old A
Board,” a skateboard that collap.ses to backpack size. His pro
totype last month won the
Invent America! contest over
tens of thousands of entries
nationwide.
Justin first cut a board in
half, but it wouldn’t fold that

INS from fkiffu H
anticipates removing 93,000
criminal and unlawful aliens this
year, up from 68,000 last year.
And $23 million is earmarked
to help INS process a record num
ber of citizenship applications,
expected to reach 1.6 million or
1.7 million this year — up from
1.3 million last year.
Republicans sharply criticized
INS during the campaign season.

way because the wheels bumped.
Cut in thirds and equipped with
hinges, it worked. A sliding
metal door latch adds stability. A
22-page report, with specifica
tions, accompanies his invention.
Justin and his mom have
been talking with RS. Stix, a
Costa Mesa skateboard compa
ny.
“1 liked the kid when he came
in,” said Reggie Church, head of
research and development. “He
just kind of showed up and said,
‘What do you think of this?’”
Stix boards .sell for $100 to
$169, and Justin said $129
would be about right for his.
“There’s no pro market for it”
because it is too heavy for tricks,
said Church. “But I could .see it
.selling at toy stores like Toys R
Us.”
Justin .said he was also toying
with another idea: Velcroequipped sheets that stick to
blankets.
“I don’t like making my bed,”
he said.
accusing the agency of allowing
thousands of non-eligible foreign
ers to gain citizen.ship in an effort
to win votes for Democrats.
Congressional hearings are pend
ing.
The new funding, in part in
response to the surge of citizen
ship applications, also is for
“strengthening the checks and
the balances in the citizenship
process,” Meissner said.
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See GRADS page 10

Young inventor goes to
(W
market with folding board
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O p e n o r a d d to y o u r CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB
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to w in re im b u rs e m e n t fo r
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are you looking for a

healthy meal

on-'campus?
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We have some healthy treats for you!

Pasta Pasta Pasta Freshly prepared Pasta with your
choice of Sauce and Topping

ChicMil-A

M ad o n n a Road

SHELL
Introducing
SLO's only
DRIVE-THRU

Car Wash

w/Fill-up (8 gallons or more)
(Next to Denny's)

Chargrilled Chicken Sandwich or
Chargrilled Chicken Garden Salad

Cowboy Grub Salmon Patty or Garden Burger
Look for the Happy H««ft
on nonfat and
lowfat
items in
The Avenue
and other
Campus Dining areas

Tapango’s Super Salad Burrito (nonfat on request!)

Don’t be surprised... at

The A venue,
204 Madonna Rd.

9

iveVe got what you
want for eating healthy!

Plus

fresh fruit and veggie snacks, fruit
juices, Snapple'^, nonfat frozen yogurt
with toppings, and other healthy items
like dried fruit and trail mixes...or enjoy
a fresh Green Cuisine^'*Spinach or
Chefs Salad, delicious soups, or choose
from a great assortment of fresh bagels
and lowfat muffins...

The Avenue is located across from Mott Gym, and is open
Monday>Friday, 7:30am to 3:30pm
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President Clinton looks to Medicare, Swiss bank admits to
Medicaid savings to balance budget throwing away archives
but that apparently is a price
Clinton is willing to pay for a bal
anced budget.
The president proposed simi
lar reductions in 1995 and 1996,
but deeper cuts ofTered by GOP
lawmakers allowed Clinton to
declare himself the election-year
champion of health care to the
poor, disabled and elderly.
Republicans accused Democrats

By Ron Fournier
Associated Press

WASHINCJTON — After blis
tering Republican plans to hold
back Medicare and Medicaid, and
riding the rhetoric to re-election,
President Clinton is taking his
own scalpel to the massive pro
grams.
Democrats may be unhappy.

of distorting the record.
“Mediscare!
Mediscare!
Mediscare!” Republican rival Bob
Dole bellowed again and again on
the campaign trail. Heading to
the voting booths, few people real
ized that Clinton wanted to cut
the health care programs.
Republicans complained.
This time, it will be hard not to

By Ernst E. Abegg
Associoted Press

ZURICH, Switzerland —
Switzerland’s biggest bank
admitted Tuesday it threw away
archive material in violation of a
government ban on destroying
records that might reveal finan
cial transactions during the Nazi
era.

See CLINTON page 11

AP>W O RLD

Union Bank of Switzerland
said one of its employees threw
away the documents last week,
apparently thinking they were
unimportant.
Zurich district attorney Peter
Cosandey described the docu
ments as “politically sensitive
material,” and said authorities
had opened an investigation into
their contents.
The documents were inside
two containers waiting to be
shredded when an employee of a
private security firm spotted
them. The security guard,
Christoph Meili, said he rescued
some of the documents and
handed them to Jewish commu
nity representatives in Zurich,
who then alerted police.
“If God puts these documents
in my hands, then I have to do
.something,” Meili said.
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Get one
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and having professional eti
quette, he said.
“If you have what that compa
ny wants, you need to communi
cate your skills and talents to a
company,” Barbin said. “I’d .say
it’s the biggest factor. Employers
aren’t mind readers. You have to
communicate what you have.”
The job outlook is improving,
but it is still recovering from
tough economic times in the
1980s.
Starting in 1987, college grad
uates had a tougher time finding
jobs because of a crash in th<*
slock market, Scheetz said. At the

during
January.

PIZZA

Located downstairs in
the University Union.
10am-9pm Mon-Thurs
10am-8pm Fri
10am-8pm Sat
12am-9pm Sun

O N C A M P U S D I N I N G G U I D E
LIGHT HOUSE
"’S T , C ®

Located dowm the stairs froin the U.U. Ptaza
Offering meal plan and cash customers aH-you •
can-eat meals daily, including fresh pastries,
eggs to order at breakfast, two daily entrees, a
specialty line at dinner, charbroiled hamburgers,
two homemade soups, salad bar, fresh baked
breads and desserts, frozen yogurt and soft serve
ce cream and a variety of beverages
Weekdays Breaidast6:30arTv9'30eri
Lifich 10;30afTv130pm
Dmer4:30pm-7XX)|^
Weekends: Breakfast 8:30am-10:30em
Lifich 1100anv2:00pm
Dinner 4:30prTv7fl0pm

town. Pizza by the slice or share a whole pizza
with your friends Complement your pizza with a
salad from our 40 item salad bar and a choice of
a wide variety of beverages Occasional live
entertanment On-Campus deliver availabie
Mon-Thur 10;00am-9:00pm
Fri 4 Sat: 10am-8pm, Sun: Noon-9pm

C AM PU S STORE
Located by the ■ n r y , beheld Ag Sdance bldg.
What do you cal a smal convenience store that
has just about everything you coukf need during
a day on campus? You cal it the CAMPUS
STORE, the little store that can fulfil your needs
Mon-Thur6:30am-10:00pm, Fri6:30am-5:30pm,
Sat 10am-5pm, Sun lOam-IOpm

VISTA G RANDE RESTAURANT
9

Located acroes tromthe versa teler machines.
sant or breakfast burrito. For lunch, as well as at
breakfast, let us build the ‘sandwich of your
dreams' from a selection of over 45 items.
Mon-Fri 7:00am to 4:00pm

B s a o o

Located bytheUnl^rsllyenbwice on GrandAve.
Ful table service dining room with a wonderful
view of the campus and San Luis Obispo. We
serve lunch, dinner and Sunday brunch featuring
soups, salads, sandwiches, desserts and a vari
ety of contemporary and ethnic dishes.
Mon-Sat 11am-8:00pm. Sun Brunch 10am-2pm

BACKSTAGE PIZZA
^

G S O

O

G
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THE AVENUE

BEB©©

Located downstairs in the University Union

Located across from Mott Gym.

next to McPhee's Games Area
The best piping hot, mouth watering pizza in

T he Ave' offers the widest selection of foods on
campus featuring Chick-til-A, Cowboy Grub.

R ^ M e a l Plan accepted
Campus Express Club accepted

Tapango's Super open for breakfast, other areas
open for lunch at 10:30am

THE CELLAR

E S 6> ©

Located in the Dexter buiding

SA N D W IC H PLANT

Begin your day with a delicious breakfast crois

Tapango's Super, Pasta Pasta Pasta. City Deli
and Sweet Persuasions. Mon-Fri 7:30am-3:30pm

Everytwig from candy bars or sandeches to fresh
brewed coflae. The Celar has an attraOvB seatrg
area tB t offers you 24 hour a day seateig hoepilaiy
MostverxfngrnachliesaooeptCampus
Club
and Plus Otiar vendhg locaions rdude al tie
Residenoe Hals, Engreemg tu U rg . Meati Center
and Business buldriQ.
Vendrg Machres: OPEN24 HOURS

VG C A FE

!m5^ !! i ^

qeb O O
Located by the campus enbence on Grand Ave.
A favorite of meal plan patrons, offertig a grand view
andawidesetedionofteods: Q rl items, pasta, subs,
spedalies ofchicken andbeef.saiadbar.dessetts and
beverages. Open tor Lunch and Dimer al week.,
Late Nile Sun-Thurs., Lunch: 11am-1:30pm, Dinner.
5fl0pm-7:30pm, Late NIe: 8prrv10pm (SurvThur)

JULIAN'S

CS © O

Located on the first floor of the UnivBfsiy Union
For the finest coffees, from whole beans, to fresh
brewed, to cappuccino, and a wide assortment of
baked goods xidudxig croissants, muffins, cook
ies and pastries, Julian's is ready to senre you.
Hungry for ice cream? Julian's serves delicious

Q ig Plu$ dollars accepted

e

Meatless entrees available

©

©

Food to go

Personal Checks accepted

shakes, sundaes and cones.
Mon-Thurs 7:30am-9pm, Fri 7:30am-4:30pm

STAFFROOM
Locatedupthestairs, acrossteamtheRecCanter
Cafeteria-style lunch service, offering made-lo
order sandwiches, a hot lunch special, salads,
soup and desserts Mon-Fri 10:30am-2:00pm

T A P A N G O ’S
CB 6i C
LocatedbetweenKerwiadyUbrary4 Dexterbkt^
EjGressMeacanCuisrie.valuepricedtoraTeatorv
meal. Cinamon rots, buntos,coffee,orange
juice and mikavaiiBble tor breeldast Btvritos, rice,
beans and softdrinksat kfctiWeekdafys: Breakfast:
7:4Sem-10am Luich: 10am-2:3Qpm

LUCY’S JUICE

BH © ©

Located on Poly Vfew Drive, near the mail
kiosk,

between the Rec Center end U.U.

Fresh, fast, fun juice (kinks from apple juice to
snrKwthies (sorry.. . no zucchini juice) Blended
drinks made to order while you watch, from great
ingredients like pure fruit juice, whole fruit, non
fat frozen yogurt, sherbet, protein powder, wheat
germ and other delictous and nutritious stuff.
Mon-Fri 7:30am-3:30pm

LUCYS JUICE, TOO - ^ B I H ® ©
Enjoy the same mouti watertig juioe drinks at our
second location in the basement of Dexterf
Mon-Fri 8:30am-4fl0pm

©

Entertainment
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Meili — who has been sus
pended from his job pending the
outcome of the investigation —
said he rescued only part of the
documents. The rest were
destroyed.
At a news conference, the
Israeli-Hebrew Community of
Zurich said the documents con
cerned loans from 1920-1926,
including to German firms, and
property dealings from 19301970.
There was no immediate
indication of whether they con
tained any details relating to the
Holocaust.
Last month, the government
banned banks from destroying
any archive material as part of
its investigation into allegations
that Switzerland colluded with
Hitler’s Germany, siphoned off
Jewish assets and laundered
Nazi gold.
The
Union
Bank
of
Switzerland also has its own
internal ban on destroying
archive material.
Cosandey said it was not
clear whether criminal proceed
ings would be launched against
the bank employee, who has not
been identified.
The revelation that records
were destroyed has embarrassed
See BANKpage 11

.same time, many employers
decided to streamline their busi
ness operations.
IBM decrea.sed its payroll by
more than 154,000 employees
between 1990 and 1994, accord
ing to annual reports; now, the
company is increasing its staff.
AT&T also reduced its work force
during this time.
“If you’re laying off 10,000,
15,000 or 50,000 employees,
that’s not a good time to go out
and recruit on college campuses,”
Scheetz .said. “Since about 1992,
the market has begun to improve,
but still at this stage, it’s not back
to the (job) market in 1988."
The signs of a In'tler economy
have akso been .seen at I’enn State
by the staff in the Career
Development and I’lacement
.Services.
.More employers are coming to
campus and conducting more*
interviews, said Ralph DeShong,
associate director for plactanent
and programming.
The numbt>r of interviews dur
ing Fall St>mester increased 14.2
pt'rcent, he said; the numbt'r of
employers coming to campus
increa.sed 13.3 percent.
“Much of it has been a general
improvement in the business cli
mate. Many busines.ses have
reached the end of the process of
down-sizing or right-sizing and
have now found their niche and
many are now moving ahead with
growth,” DeShong said.
Although the job market is
improving, not all graduates will
find a job, Scheetz cautioned.
“There will be some graduates
who will take jobs that don’t
require college degrees to have a
job,” he .said. “FJven in today’s
market or bapk in 1988, there’s
not a guarantee that a college
degree will get you a job.”
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BANK from page W
both the Swiss banks and the gov
ernment.
The government already was
under fire for remarks by former
President
Jean-Pascal
Delamuraz, who said calls to set
up a multimillion-dollar compen
sation fund for Holocaust victims
amounted to blackmail.
The seven-member Federal
Executive
has
stood
by
Delamuraz, who remains econom
ics minister, but has indicated it
is softening on the compensation
issue.
Last week, the federal body
indicated it was in favor of using
unclaimed accounts in Swiss
banks to help elderly and desti
tute Jews.
Christoph Graf, director of the
Swiss Federal Archives, said a

compensation fund could be creat
ed immediately because there is
historical evidence that the Swiss
economy profited from the Third
Reich.
Graf spoke to reporters visit
ing the archives, which are being
opened to researchers. Swiss gov
ernment officials estimate it will
take 50 researchers an entire year
to get through the shelves of doc
uments spanning more than
19,000 feet.
Jewish groups claim Swiss
banks still hold up to $7 billion in
assets and interest belonging to
Jews who perished in the
Holocaust. Swiss banks say the
amount is no more than a tiny
fraction of that.
The government moved at the
end of last year to lift the coun
try’s strict banking secrecy laws
from the World War II era to allow
a full inquirj'.

Mustang D aily
We bring the news to you'from
all around the campus, the
clty...and the worldl

CLINTON from page 10
notice: Clinton is required by law
to produce a budget plan, forced
by political reality to introduce
one that balances and, aides say,
bound by economic forces to cut
Medicare and Medicaid to do it.
So Republicans will let Clinton
make the first move. Even as they
promise to work with Democrats
on any serious balanced-budget
efforts. Republicans welcome the
prospect of Clinton sweating
Medicare and Medicaid cuts.
“Now that Bill Clinton can’t
ever run for re-election, perhaps
he will put the political charades
behind him,” said Haley Barbour,
Republican National Committee
chairman. “But America can’t
afford another phony political
gesture.”
White House officials, speak
ing on condition of anonymity,
said Clinton’s Feb. 6 budget sub
mission is expected include:
—Reductions in payments to
health maintenance organiza
tions, doctors and hospitals to
save about $100 billion from the
giant Medicare program over the
next five years. Medicare provides
health insurance for the elderly
and disabled.
—A per-capita limit on the
growth of Medicaid, which pro
vides health care to the poor.
Under the plan, states would
receive a set amount of federal

money for each person in their
Medicaid programs. But Medicaid
spending would not be allowed to
grow faster than the nation’s percapita economic output.
Both items are drawn heavily
from balanced-budget proposals
offered by Clinton in 1995 and
1996.
Under both Clinton’s and the
Republicans’ proposals. Medicare
and Medicaid spending is project
ed to rise in future years. The two
plans differ, however, in how
much they would trim these pro
jected increases to achieve the
savings needed to balance the
budget.
On Medicare, the president’s
election-year budget plan pro
posed $124 billion in savings over
six years, only $40 billion less
than Republicans.
On Medicaid, the president
had offered a per-capita cap as an
alternative to GOP plans to slap
an overall limit on Medicaid fund
ing to each state. The per-capita
cap would allow states to increase
their funding proportionately if
poverty rolls swell.
Still, Democrats fear that
faster-than-expected increases in
medical costs would force deep
cuts in Medicaid under the percapita cap.
Though most of the complaints
are made in private, liberal mem
bers of Clinton’s own party have
begun asking why the White

House would make the proposal
so early — cashing in a valuable
bargaining chip.
Another
argument
from
Democrats: Clinton won the elec
tion in large part because of
defense
of
Medicare
and
Medicaid, so why risk looking like
the guy who abandoned the poor,
disabled and elderly?
F’or now, the criticism is
muted. Lawmakers are taking a
wait-and-see position until the
budget is made public.
White House aides argue that
Clinton has no other choice,
because he promised to balance
the budget.
“We do have an intere.st in
making sure that, in our
Medicare and Medicaid proposals,
we generate sufficient savings
that are consistent with the pres
ident’s balanced-budget goal,”
spokesman Mike McCurry told
reporters Tuesday.
Then there’s the inevitable
political calculation: Clinton has
determined that it was not his
Medicare stance that won re-elec
tion, but a broader promise to
govern as a moderate, aides say.
Voters will insist that he offer a
credible balanced-budget plan,
said one senior adviser.
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Wells, a flu/e/winner on the mats
this year, according to Cowell.
“David is always the under
dog,” he said. “He’ll do anything
Cal Poly wrestling sophomore we ask him to.”
After redshirting his first year
David Wells always gets the job
done. He may be silent but his at Cal Poly, Wells led the team
with most wins last year, but he
strike is deadly.
unable to compete in the
• Wrestling______________ was
NCAA championships when he
Wells is ranked 11th in the injured his ankle just one week
National Wrestling Coaches before the competition.
A business major from
Association (NWCA) Poll, pub
lished by the Amateur Wrestling Orange, Calif., Wells wrestled all
News (AWN) and
four years at
Elmodena High
said he just focuses
School. He won
on one match at a
masters in the
time. In the 158'f
Southern section
pound class he is
and placed sixth
10-6 for the season,
winning 11 points
in the state.
He
became
for the team. Wells
is proud to be a
interested
in
wrestling while
part of the Cal Poly
watching
his
wrestling team. He
older
brother
said each member
compete. Wells
is
extremely
also followed his
skilled.
brother to Cal
Wells
excels
Poly and into the
because of his
enthusiasm
and f W j courlwy of Col Poly Sport. InformoHon wrestling
prohis mental approach to the sport, gram
said Head Coach Lennis Cowell.
“It was hard to adapt from
He added that everybody gets high school,” Wells said. “Now (in
excited when Wells wrestles.
college) everybody is a champion.
“He is very relaxed, unortho You have to be ready every time.”
Wells stays ready by practic
dox and funky,” Cowell said. “He
is a scrambler that creates all his ing an average of three hours
own opportunities.”
each day, including running and
Wells has got a good chance at lifting weights. He trains hard to
being an All-American champion maintain his intensity level, he
By Kimberly Kaney
Doily Staff Writer

said.
Cowell added that Wells has
really improved and developed
since he has come to Cal Poly.
Wells wrestled at the 140-pound
weight class in high school and
has now bulked up to the 158pound class.
“He is very intelligent and
tough,” Cowell said.
Wells does not like people to
focus on wrestlers cutting weight.
He said he doesn’t want anyone to
feel sorry for them, it is just part
of the sport.
A good attitude is the most
important thing to Wells. He feels
success and attitude are tied
together.
“Always look on the bright
side,” Wells said. “I don’t take it
too hard if something goes
wrong.”
Wells lost his match last
Friday against the University of
Oklahoma by seven points but he
was more focused on how well his
teammates did.
“You feel like you are in every
match,” Wells said. “The team
doing well is just as exciting.”
Wells is a quiet member of the
team, and he ca^s himself a lis
tener. But he knows how every
one is doing. He has nothing but
positive things to say about all
his teammates which makes him
a very modest person.
Wells controls his matches
with his positive attitude and if
he stays healthy, he has nothing
but success to look forward to.
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Five more cities bid for NHL
franchises Tuesday; nine total
Associated Press

NEW YORK — If the NHL is
determined to go to 30 teams by
2000, it has plenty of cities from
which to choose.

> NHL____________________
The league concluded two days
of pre.sentations from nine cities
seeking expansion franchises hy
listening to representatives from
five communities on Tuesday.
“When we announce the
process has come to an end, you
will know everything you nec;d to
know,” said commissioner Gary
Bettman, who announced that the
executive committee and league
governors will meet next month to
digest what it heard Monday and
Tuesday from 11 groups repre
senting nine cities.
“You will know what cities, you
will know who the owners are, you
will know what the timetable is,
what the terms are, including
price and stocking the teams, and
you’ll know what the alignment is.
“When we do it, it will be one
package so there are no open
issues.”
Appearing Tuesday
were
groups from Hampton Roads, Va.;
Oklahoma City; Nashville, Tenn.;
Atlanta; and Raleigh-Durham,
N.C. On Monday, three delega-

Police charge woman for falsely accusing Irvin, Williams
Associated Press

DALLAS — Police filed
charges Tuesday against a woman
who falsely accused Dallas
Cowboys Michael Irvin and Erik
W’illiams of sexually assaulting
her at gunpoint.

• NFL____________________
Nina Shahravan, 23, of
Mesquite, could face a maximum
of six months in jail and a $2,000
fine for making a false report to
police, a misdemeanor offense.
Shahravan told police that
Williams and another man raped
her while Irvin held a gun to her
head at Williams’ Far North
Dallas home on Dec. 29. Police
acknowledged the accusation at a
Dec. 31 press conference and
named the two players as sus
pects.
When confronted with evi

dence that Irvin couldn’t have
been at Williams’ house at the
time Shahravan claimed, she
recanted her story last Friday.
Police announced soon after that
confession that there would be no
charges.
A man who answered the tele
phone at Shahravan’s parents’
home Tuesday said she was not
there. The woman has been in hid
ing since she made the initial
accusation.
Williams’ attorney,
Peter
Ginsberg, said he hopes the
charge against Shahravan doesn’t
signal an end to the investigation.
“1 hope that law enforcement
authorities are pursuing the possi
bility that there were others who
acted in concert with the com
plainant and I also hope that
authorities are examining the
police’s own conduct in this inves
tigation,” he said Tue.sday.

Irvin’s attorney, Royce West,
said
the
charge
against
Shahravan “needed to be done.”
“I am pleased because I believe
very strongly that this woman has
set back the issue of sexual
assault victims 100 years,” West
said.
Ginsberg and West both said
their clients were considering law
suits.
“We are considering legal
action not only against the woman
but we are examining whether
Erik’s civil rights were violated by
the city of Dallas police depart
ment,” Ginsberg said.
The case and its handling by
the police and media brought up a
number of ethical issues, particu
larly regarding the release of sus
pects’ names before charges are
filed.
Anantha Babbili, chairman of
the journalism department at

Texas Christian University, said a
central issue regarding how
reporters handled the case was
the credibility of sources.
The story emerged after
Shahravan contacted a television
reporter. Police acknowledged the
allegations after the television
report.“We have an obligation,
first, not only to bring out new
information on anything and any
body but to really validate and
recheck and crosscheck and dig
into the credibility of our sources
of information,” he said.
He said he hoped the incident
would serve as a learning experi
ence.
“I hope something really good
comes out of it,” he said. “I think
this gives us a good idea of how we
can restructure and recoup as an
institution. I think the media will
really be cautious next time.”

Butch Harmon: the man behind the swing of Tiger
By Ron Sirak
Associated Press

Butch Harmon is a small man with pierc
ing steel-gray eyes that don’t mi.ss a thing,
especially when it comes to the golf swing.

> Golf_____________________________
Those eyes dance with merry amusement
when Harmon is telling a joke but they nar
row and focus with total concentration when
he is watching .someone hit a golf ball.
Right now Harmon spends a lot of time
watching Tiger Woods hit a golf hall in a way
it’s never been hit before. And as Woods’
coach, Harmon appreciates a side of the 21year-old the fans rarely see.
Woods may have a ton of talent but he also

has a sharp mind, a remarkable ethic and is
able to put aside his ego and listen to what
Harmon has to say.
“He’s like a sponge,” Harmon said. “When
I’m talking he just stops and stares and lis
tens to every word.”
Woods and Harmon work constantly. At
Pumpkin Ridge, outside Portland, Ore.,
Woods ended the morning round of the U.S.
Amateur Championship 5-down to Steve
Scott. Instead of sitting down to lunch he
headed for the practice tee.
Harmon found a few flaws. Woods worked
on them and Scott was the victim as Woods
played hrilliantly in the afternoon — shooting
the equivalent of a 65 — and won on the .sec
ond hole of sudden death.
“He takes everything we work on and
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brings it right out on the course,” Harmon
.said. “That’s courage.”
The .same thing was true on Sunday at the
Mercedes Championships.
“We worked on something right before the
playoff,” Harmon said. “He couldn’t draw the
ball. We moved his hand position at address
and he had it.”
Tom Lehman hit first and caught the ball
a little high on the club face. The ball bal
looned into the air, caught too much of the
cross wind, drifted left and plopped into the
water.
Woods then stepped up to the seventh tee
— a par-3 playing 186 yards — aimed for the
center of the green and drew a 6-iron within 8
inches of the hole to win for the third time in
only nine starts as a profe.ssional.

lions from Houston and others
from
Hamilton,
Ontario;
Minneapolis-St.
Paul;
and
Columbus, Ohio, made pitches.
Bettman said ownership, are
nas and markets are the three
main criteria. The price, which
will be not less than $75 million,
will be within the realm of anyone
wanting a team.
“Anyone who wants in and we
want in will be able to afford the
price,” Bettman said.
Bettman said loose ends must
be tied up before a franchise is
granted, adding that he doesn’t
want a repeat of the 1990 Ottawa
debacle, when the team was
forced to stay in an ill-equipped
arena longer than expected.
‘You will get the appropriate
guarantees,” he said. “That’s what
lawyers get paid lots of money to
do.”
The committee is expected to
report to the full board of gover
nors during the All-Star break at
San Jose, Calif., this weekend.
Nashville, which lured the
NFL Houston Oilers for delivery
in 1998, would like a hockey team
for its new downtown arena.
“We just emphasized we have
everything in place right now,”
said Craig Leipold, a Wisconsin
businessman involved with the
Nashville bid. “We’re ready now.
We’re ready to go. That’s the mes
sage we gave them and I feel good
about our presentation.”

Jordan leads
East All Stars
Associated Press

NEW YORK
— Michael
Jordan of the Chicago Bulls
topped the 1 million mark in votes
and held to his overall lead in
results of fan balloting announced
Tuesday
for
the
Eastern
Conference All-Star team.
Jordan is the only player to
have more than 1 million votes,

• NBA
with 1,070,908.
Orlando’s Penny Hardaway
led for the East’s other starting
guard position with 487,105
votes.
The other East leaders were
Detroit’s Grant Hill (862,389) and
Chicago’s
Scottie
Pippen
(786,285) at forward and New
York’s Patrick Ewing (665,186) at
center.
The NBA All-Star game will 1h'
played Feb. 9 at Cleveland.

W O M EN’S BASKETBALL

CalPoly..........................................60
U.C. Santa Barbara.........................102
*Big West Conlartnce Gimt
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